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Résumé: L’étude part de la possibilité du concept de présence de signifier la conscience
de soi et aussi d’exercer une influence surnaturelle auprès de quelqu’un situé dans la proximité.
L’auteur discute sur la nécessite de la présence de s’imposer en tant qu’un être humain qui
crée et est créé, à son tour. La conscience de soi dérive aussi d’un sentiment de la durée, de
l’ancrage dans le temps, et c’est bien pourquoi l’auteur va s’arrêter sur la polémique débattant
la théorie de la décision entre Martin Heidegger (Sein und Zeit) et Jacques Derrida (Force
of Law). 
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Everyone knows what “presence” means. It means immediacy, instant accessibility to
consciousness, proximity, here°and°nowness in the presence of the present. Something or other
is right there in front of you, so to speak, so close that you can reach out and touch it. Nothing
is more a presence in this sense, it appears, than oneself. Self°consciousness is presence of
the self to itself, without mediation. Heidegger called this Dasein, being there. It was his
fundamental definition of the human being. The American Heritage Dictionary gives five
definitions for “presence”: “1. The state or fact of being present. 2. Immediate proximity in
time or space. 3. a. The area immediately surrounding a great personage, especially a sovereign
granting audience. b. A person who is present. 4. A person’s manner of carrying himself;
bearing. 5. A supernatural influence felt to be nearby” (Morris 1969:1035). 

These definitions seem to agree with what I began by saying, but one can already see that
there are problems. If presence is immediate proximity in time or space, proximity is not
complete immediacy. “Presence” is, for example, a way of defining the distance between me
and an audience°granting sovereign. He or she is a presence, and I can get into his or her
presence, but that presence is the area surrounding the sovereign, not immediate presence to
that sovereign. I must keep my distance. The sovereign has a “presence” in the sense of a royal
bearing, an “aura,” but that implies distance as well as proximity. A “presence” in the sense
of a ghost or specter, “a supernatural influence,” is “felt to be nearby,” but is not certainly there
and is only “nearby” in any case. As we all know, one disbelieves in ghosts at one’s peril, but
at the same time absolute confirmation of the presence of ghosts has never yet been obtained.
On the one hand, the poet William Butler Yeats, in lines near the end of “Among School
Children,” hales the “presences” that are witnessed or felt, “known,” as he puts it, in sexual
passion, in religious belief, and in motherly love: “O Presences/ That passion, piety or affection
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knows,/ And that all heavenly glory symbolize” (Yeats 1977: 445). The next line, however,
casts doubt on the presence of these Presences. The poet salutes them again: “O self°born
mockers of man’s enterprise” (Yeats 1977:445). The Presences are self°born in the double sense
of giving birth to themselves and in the sense of being engendered by the selves of those who
believe in them, mothers, lovers, nuns. They mock man’s enterprise in the sense of scoffing
at attempts by men or women to “get in touch with them,” as we say. The refrain of a much
later poem by Yeats, “The Apparitions,” casts savagely ironic doubt on ghostly presences,
“apparitions.” Yeats has seen fifteen of them, he says, but he remains uncertain whether they
were really there, whether they were real supernatural presences: “Fifteen apparitions have I
seen;/ The worst a coat upon a coat°hanger” (Yeats 1977:624).

The more one follows out the ordinary uses of the word “presence,” the more one sees that
it is what Freud called an “antithetical word” (Freud 1959a). It is even an uncanny word, in
Freud’s sense of unheimlich (Freud 1959b). “Presence” names something that is close, familiar,
and at the same time strange, distant, unfamiliar. “Presence” means immediacy and mediacy
at the same time. On the one hand, the great Victorian poet, Gerard Manley Hopkins, was
converted to Roman Catholicism from Anglicanism because only Catholicism affirms, he said,
in the Real Presence of Christ in the bread and wine of the Eucharist. On the other hand,
Hopkins, when he became a Jesuit priest, was tormented by his experience of God’s distance,
His transcendence. “And my lament,” he says in one of the so°called “Terrible Sonnets,” “/Is
cries countless, like dead letters sent/ To dearest him that lives alas! Away” (Hopkins 1970:101).
Edmund Husserl held that consciousness is always consciousness of something or other, even
when the consciousness in question is self°consciousness. Self°consciousness involves a
distance, a separation between the self that is conscious and the self of which that self is
conscious. Descartes’ Cogito ergo sum, “I think therefore I am,” doubles the “I” into the one
who thinks and the one who is. In a subtle shift, the “I” in cogito and the “I” in sum are not
located quite in the same place within the “interior distance” of consciousness. Nor do the two
“I’s” have quite the same meaning. The sentence expresses a doubling in which what is to be
proved by way of the “ergo,” that is, the confirmation of “isness,“ is presupposed in what is
offered as proof. The ground of the “sum,” the “I am,” is the “I” in cogito. The sentence is a
tautology or circular argument. It says, “I am therefore I am,” or even, in a hidden way, “I
am I.” Only God, however, can lift himself by his bootstraps in sovereign independence and
say, “I am that I am.” All God’s creatures are dependent or doubled in one way or another in
their self°presence, for example in St. Augustine’s belief that God was more intimate to himself
than he was to himself. His selfhood was doubled into himself and the interior presence of
God within that self. 

Descartes’ formula conspicuously does not specify what I must be thinking in order to prove
that I am. Any thinking will do, even the most remote from philosophical reflection. Georges
Poulet made the search for variations on the Cartesian “Cogito” the basis for his brilliant essays
on human time as represented in literature and philosophy. Poulet was even able to speak of
“the cogito of the gumchewer: “I chew gum, therefore I am.” Whether one must think in order
to chew gum is another question. United States President Gerald Ford was said to be so stupid
that he could not walk and chew gum at the same time. Present°day neuroscientists have claimed
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to identify not so much the origin of consciousness as the concomitant of consciousness in
the firing in sequence of certain neurons. They admit that this does not explain that strange
self°reflexive form of consciousness, consciousness turned back on itself in self°consciousness
(Koch and Greenfield 2007:76°83, espec. 76).

Valid decision would seem to demand clear self°consciousness as its essential basis. In order
to utter a valid speech act, such as a performative promise, J. L. Austin asserts, I must not be
insane or coerced. I must be in full lucid possession of myself, as when we say, “she is
self°possessed” (Austin 1980:21). Immanuel Kant, in The Foundations of the Metaphysics of
Morals, defines decision as an act of the will. Kant famously asserts that I should not act in
“obedience to any law”, that is, any specific moral law, but in “universal conformity to law
as such. That is, I should never act in such a way that I could not also will that my maxim should
be a universal law” (Kant 1978:21). This gives a striking inaugural power to any moral decision
or act of the will. Each one is different, sui generis. Kant also implies that each act of decision
involves an act of self°conscious reflection. I must not act spontaneously, but must think it
out. Kant’s example is the decision whether or not, when in distress, to make a promise
intending not to keep it, for example to gain a short°term advantage, perhaps even a life°saving
one. When I reflect on this question, however, I realize that I could not will to make my maxim
a universal law. I cannot affirm as a universal law the maxim “It is all right, in certain
circumstances, to make a promise intending not to keep it.” “I immediately see,” says Kant,
“that I could will the lie but not a universal law to lie. For with such a law there would be no
promises at all, inasmuch as it would be futile to make a pretense of any intention in regard
to future actions to those who would not believe this pretense or – if they overhastily did so
– who would pay me back in my own coin. Thus my maxim would necessarily destroy itself
as soon as it was made a universal law” (Kant 1978, 23°3). Decision, for Kant, requires lucid
self°presence all right. Nevertheless, the doubling within presence I have postulated is present
in the more or less prolonged period of self°reflection that leads from my immediate situation,
one demanding willed action, to the sequence of reflections required to answer the question
about whether I could will my maxim to be a universal law for all mankind. A doubling back
to the actual utterance of my decision, in a performative speech act, follows this reflection.

This doubling within self°presence is strikingly present in a different way in certain famous
cases where self°presence coincides with or is even generated by my response to a command,
often, but not always, a command from God. Self°presence is doubled into the heard and
internalized command, on the one hand, and the one who receives the command and says yes
to it, on the other. Jehovah calls out Abraham’s name, and he answers, “Behold, here I am”
(Gen. 22:1). Abraham becomes what he is, the founder of the three great religions of the Book,
by accepting to do whatever Jehovah commands, even to kill his beloved only son, Isaac. In
a later book of the Bible, Isaiah, when Jehovah asks, “Whom shall I send, and who will go
for us?” answers, “Here am I; send me” (Isaiah 6:8). Gerard Manley Hopkins, in the second
stanza of “The Wreck of the Deutschland,” reports that he uttered a self°creating, self°affirming
“yes” to God’s infliction of spiritual torment: “I did say yes/ O at lightning and lashed rod;/
Thou heardst me true than tongue confess/ Thy terror, O Christ, O God” (Hopkins 1970:52).
Molly Bloom’s “yes I said yes I will Yes” (Joyce 1942:768), at the end of Joyce’s Ulysses,
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is a response to a quite different demand, namely Leopold Bloom’s beseeching that she accept
him as her lover, but Molly’s “yes” is another case of the doubling of self°presence by a relation
to the Other in crucial life°determining decisions.

*

I want now in slightly greater detail to set Martin Heidegger’s theory of decision in Sein
und Zeit against Jacques Derrida’s theory of decision in Force of Law. It is impossible in a
short lecture to do justice to what either Heidegger or Derrida says about decision, but a sketch
of what each says can be presented. The context for what I shall say about Heidegger and
Derrida is our everyday assumptions about decision. We take for granted that decision is an
act requiring self°presence. A decision seems a straightforward, even paradigmatic, speech
act. I say, “I decide so and so,” or a judge issues a judicial decision. Such an utterance acts
to bring about the decision by making it enter the circumambient social realm. The utterance
involves the first person singular pronoun and a present tense indicative verb. The “who” is
the “I” who speaks. That I is a self°conscious ego or subject in full possession of its faculties,
present to itself in full self°presence. This “who” is embedded in a social situation and within
established institutions that give him or her the responsibility for deciding in this particular
case. The “what” enters into a decision as a name for the contingent factors that make me decide
in a certain way. 

The German words for “presence,” Anwesenheit and Gegenwart, appear only rarely in Sein
und Zeit. Early in the treatise Heidegger observes that the Greek concept of Being was
characterized by presence (Anwesenheit) and was named parousía and ousía, both of which
are forms of the verb eínai, “to be” (Heidegger 1962:47). Heidegger’s word for human
subjectivity, in explicit rejection of the Cartesian tradition, is, as I have said, Dasein, literally,
“being there.” Heidegger’s neologism compresses into a self°doubling word the
phenomenological precept that says consciousness is always consciousness of something or
other. For human beings, to be is be there, that is, in some place or other, confronting, creating,
and encompassing a “world.” As Heidegger asserts in The Fundamental Concepts of
Metaphysics: World, Finitude, Solitude, seminars of 1929°30 written soon after Sein und Zeit,
man is weltbilden, world°making, whereas animals are weltarm, poor in world, and stones are
weltlos, worldless (Heidegger 1995:186°200). Anwesenheit contains etymologically the same
doubling as Dasein and parousía. Wesen is an archaic form of the verb “to be,” while the an
in Anwesenheit, like the par in parousía, or the da in Dasein, means something like “there,”
that is, “close to, adjacent, near, against.” Anwesenheit is “being°thereness,” while Gegenwart
means, etymologically, presence in the sense of “waiting°towards.” Gegenwart introduces the
gap of an orientation toward a not°yet°present future into the presence of the present. 

If Sein und Zeit has little to say about self°presence as such, Dasein’s forms of
decision°making, however, receive lengthy and subtle attention. Dasein’s decisions depend
on the way each Dasein is responsibly there, in a mode of self°presence. 

I shall limit myself to three sentences in paragraph 60 of Sein und Zeit, in one of which
the word “decision”, in the English translations, actually, and more or less exceptionally,
appears. In these three sentences Heidegger is describing the inauthentic being of the “they”,
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das Man, which he calls “irresoluteness,” and the way out of that into “resoluteness.”
Macquarrie and Robinson translate the sentences as follows: “The term ‘irresoluteness’ merely
expresses that phenomenon which we have interpreted as a Being°Surrendered to the way in
which things have been prevalently interpreted by the ‘they.’ Dasein, as a they°self, gets ‘lived’
by the common°sense ambiguity of that publicness in which nobody resolves upon anything
but which has always made its decision. ‘Resolution’ signifies letting oneself be summoned
out of one’s lostness in the they” (Heidegger 1962:345). 

The chief point I want to make about Heidegger’s notion of self°presence in the act of
decision depends on a nuance of the German that is lost in the translations. You can never trust
a translation, however authoritative and accurate it may be. This is an example of that. I herewith
cite all three sentences in German: “Dieser Titel [Unentschlossenheit] drückt nur das Phänomen
aus, das als Ausgeliefertsein an die herrschende Ausgelegtheit des Man interpretiert wurde”.
“Das Dasein wird als Man°selbst von der verständigen Zweitdeutigkeit der Öffentlichkeit
‘gelebt’, in der sich niemand entschließt, und die doch schon immer beschlossen hat”. “Die
Entschlossenheit bedeutet Sich°aufrufen°lassen aus der Verlorenheit in das Man” (Heidegger
1967:299).

The important phrases here, for my purposes, are “der verständigen Zweitdeutigkeit der
Öffentlichkeit…, in der sich niemand entschließt, und die doch immer beschlossen hat” (“the
common°sense ambiguity of that publicness in which no one resolves upon anything but which
has always made its decision”). The passage opposes authentic Dasein to Man°selbst, the
“they°self,” irresoluteness to resoluteness, and resolve to decision. That seems clear enough.
The problem is that if you look entschließen and beschließen up in a German dictionary, they
both mean decision (Casell’s German Dictionary 1978; all the following German dictionary
references come from this volume). Both are, moreover, slightly unusual words for
“decision.” The normal German word for “to decide” is entscheiden, which corresponds to
the notion of cutting buried in the English word “decide.” Scheiden means separate, part, depart,
go away, leave, take leave of each other, separate, divide, as in a divorce. Entscheiden means
decided, and die Entscheidung is decision, along with Entschluß and Beschluß. The key word
in all Heidegger’s discussion of decision, used over and over again, the word that is commonly
translated, in the standard translations, as “resoluteness”, is Entschlossenheit. This word also
means decisiveness. What is the difference between Entschlossenheit and Beschlossenheit,
and why does Heidegger use the first for good resoluteness, the second for the bad decisions
of das Man?

Here is what the dictionary says: The root verb for both is schließen, which means shut,
close; lock, bolt, as well as finish, end, conclude, terminate, and, figuratively, contract marriage,
strike a bargain, come to or reach an agreement, conclude a treaty, form and alliance, close
an account. A Schloß is a castle, and a Schlüssel is a key. Ent° as a prefix has a bewildering
series of meanings: negation, reversal, removal, equivalent to English im°, de°, or dis°;
separation; emergence; initiation of a state; intensification of a simplex, as enthalten means
“contain.” Be° as a prefix turns a transitive verb into an intransitive verb. It commonly has
the sense of “all over,” “all around,” as in English “besmeared.” It means supplying a given
quality, as bereichern means enrich. Beschließen means close, conclude, end; resolve, determine
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on, decide; come to the conclusion; make up one’s mind; shut in, enclose. Beschlossen means
sheltered, shut in, enclosed; but also settled, decided, resolved. A Beschluß is an end, close,
termination, but also a decision, determination, resolve, resolution, or in law an order or act
of parliament; custody. Entschließen means to make up one’s mind, come to a decision, decide,
resolve (on). Entschlossen means resolute, determined and Entschlossenheit, the word
Heidegger so often uses, means decision, determination, resolution. An Entschluß is a resolve,
decision, determination, resolution. 

Among all the complex of meanings for the two verbs, one in be° the other in ent°, they
and their associated nouns and adjectives converge on meaning “decide” or “decision.” What
is the difference, then? Why does Heidegger use entschließen for the good decisiveness or
resoluteness of the Dasein that has authentically heard the call of conscience and moves to
take up its inmost potentialties of being and beschließen for the bad decisions that das Man,
the “they”, makes? It is not all that easy to answer this question, but the difference seems to
be that the “they” has a closed mind, has already decided things in advance, is enclosed in a
Beschluß, whereas authentic Dasein is resolute or decided, in a state of Entschlossenheit,
through a more open response to understanding the call of conscience. The ent° in
Entschlossenheit seems to fall in the category of “intensification of a simplex,” but with an
overtone of a negation of the closedness of Schlossenheit. An Entschluß is an opening up of
closure, as Dasein becomes resolute by hearing the summons of conscience. The English word
“resolve” contains an overtone of opening up in the prefix “re°”. Entschlossenheit is a response
to a demand, a passive°active, a hearing that then resolutely accepts what is heard in the call
or summons, whereas beschlossen, meaning settled, decided, resolved, is a result of
automatically deciding beforehand, the way everyone else decides, without thinking it out and
without heeding the solitary call of conscience. Beschlossenheit, by the way, does not exist,
at least not in my dictionary. Entschlossenheit is good because it is an active affirmation based
on knowledge or Verstehen, understanding, that follows heeding the summons, whereas the
“they” understands nothing and decides the way everyone else does or has always already
decided that way. The ‘they” is beschließt.

The subordinate notions my Cassell’s German°English Dictionary gives under “decide”,
after entscheiden, support this distinction. To decide upon a thing or in favor of a thing is sich
für etwas entschließen, while to decide to do or on doing something is beschließen zu tun etwas.
Whether this distinction corresponds at all to Derrida’s definition of decision as something
that happens to you as a response to the infinite idea of justice, as a response to the call of
conscience, rather than something a subject decides in full freedom or autonomy, remains to
be seen, but I think there is an essential difference that might be phrased by saying resoluteness,
Entschlossenheit, is more a cognitive matter for Heidegger, and silent, while decision for
Derrida is more a performative, a speech act.

I end my brief discussion of decision in Heidegger by stressing two distinctive features
of his thought about decision. One is the terrifying isolation of Dasein, in Heidegger’s
presentation, its enclosure within itself in a kind of solitary confinement out of which not even
language can break. As opposed to Levinas, for whom ethical life begins with the face to face
encounter with the Other, my neighbor, who puts an infinite and unfulfillable demand on me
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to respond, for Heidegger the relation to others comes fairly late and casually in his account.
My relations to others in Mitsein come even after my care for the things that surround me in
the situation in which I find myself thrown. Heidegger asserts that the Dasein that hears the
call of conscience will speak of it in the mode of being silent, just as Abraham, in
Kierkegaard’s interpretation as iterated by Derrida, manifests the genuineness of his response
to Jehovah’s command to sacrifice his beloved son Isaac by keeping silent about it, whereas
Walter Benjamin, in his reading of Goethe’s Die Verwandtschaften, asserts that Ottilie’s
decision to starve herself is not a real moral decision just because she keeps silent about it.
A real ethical decision, says Benjamin, must be uttered in language and must be made public.
“For if the moral world shows itself anywhere illuminated by the spirit of language,” says
Benjamin, “it is in the decision. No moral decision can enter into life without verbal form and,
strictly speaking, without thus becoming an object of communication” (Benjamin 1999:336).
On the contrary, all authentic Daseins, in Heidegger’s interpretation of human existence, all
those which have heeded the call of conscience and come back to their inmost potentiality for
being, will manifest this in silence, as opposed to the idle chatter of das Man, the “they.” “In
the appeal Dasein gives itself to understand its ownmost potentiality°for°Being. This calling
is therefore a keeping°silent. [“Daher ist dieses Rufen ein Schweigen”.] The discourse of the
conscience never comes to utterance. Only in keeping silent does the conscience call; that is
to say, the call comes from the soundlessness of uncanniness, and the Dasein which it summons
is called back into the stillness of itself, and called back as something that is to become still
[“und ruft das aufgerufene Dasein als still zu werdendes in die Stille seiner selbst zurück”].
Only in reticence [“in der Verschwiegenheit”], therefore, is this silent discourse understood
appropriately in wanting to have a conscience [“das Gewissen°haben°wollen”]. It takes the
words away from the common°sense idle talk of the “they” [“Sie entzieht dem verständigen
Gerede des Man das Wort”] (Heidegger 1962: 342°3; Heidegger 1967: 296). This opposition
between Benjamin and Heidegger would merit lengthy meditation and commentary, but the
basic difference is that for Benjamin a true decision must be made public, exposed to the
community, whereas for Heidegger (and for Abraham in the Abraham and Isaac story) speaking
a decision would reincorporate it in the “they” and so make it inauthentic. It must remain a
silent transaction between a Dasein and its conscience, or, in the Bibical story, between
Abraham and God. 

Second, and final, point to stress: Heidegger repeatedly emphasizes the singularity of each
Dasein. As Dasein, I find myself thrown in a particular, unique, singular situation whose
“uncanniness” lies in its belonging to me, being familiar, and yet at the same time strange,
as though it were a repetition of something deeper down or further back. Only I can die my
own particular death. The bell tolls for me. The call of conscience that demands that I assume
my own inmost being°guilty is unique to me. Only I hear it, in silence, and incommunicability,
immurred in my Dasein like the hero of Poe’s “The Cask of Amontillado” walled up in the
wine°vault. At the same time, however – and this is the paradox – Heidegger presents the
intricate structure of Dasein, which culminates in the strange structure of human temporality,
moving forward into the future to come back to the past, as absolutely general and universal.
Every Dasein at every historical moment in every culture has exactly the same structure. Dasein
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is just as general and universal, in its own way, as is das Man, the “they.” No account
whatsoever is given, in what Heidegger says about Dasein, of the Western origins of this
concept, or of variations among cultures. Dasein, for Heidegger, is at once wholly singular
and absolutely general. Resoluteness or “having°made°a°decisive°decision,” to parody
Heidegger’s kind of language, is the same for every Dasein everywhere at all times.

I conclude that decision for Heidegger does presuppose a presence of Dasein to itself in
the moment of resolute decision. Decision depends, for Heidegger, on clear°headed
knowledge. I conclude also that decision, for Heidegger, involves a form of the doubling of
presence I have found in other thinkers and works of literature. Dasein decides resolutely to
say yes to the call of conscience by “wanting to have a conscience.” I conclude, finally, that
there is something unmistakably Protestant about Heidegger’s formulations, in spite of his
Catholic origins. The emphasis on Dasein’s solitude and on the uniqueness of the call of
conscience that is addressed from within my self°presence to me alone has, to my ears, a
Protestant ring.

Jacques Derrida’s theory of decision in Force of Law is intricate. He develops it by way
of three “aporias.” Time limitations restrict me to discussion of the second aporia only, the
most relevant to the question of the putative presence of the self to itself in the moment of
decision. Derrida names his second aporia, in English, “the ghost of the undecidable,” in French
“la hantise de l’indécidable” (Derrida 1992: 963, 962), which more properly means “the
haunting of the undecidable.” Moments of decision are always haunted by the undecidable.
Decision is “based on,” that is, abysmally undermined, by the undecidable. The undecidable
is here called a ghost that haunts decision and that may not be exorcised. What Derrida means
by the undecidable as a feature of true decision, he says, “is the experience of that which, though
heterogenous, foreign to the order of the calculable and the rule, is still obliged – it is of
obligation that we must speak – to give itself up to the impossible decision, while taking account
of law and rules. A decision that didn’t go through the ordeal of the undecidable would not
be a free decision, it would only be the programmable application or unfolding of a calculable
process. It might be legal; it would not be just” (Derrida 1992: 963). 

Just what in the world does this mean? It means that justice is “something” that makes an
implacable demand on me to decide, obliges me to decide, while at the same time being so
foreign, so wholly other, so alien to existing law and its rational calculations, that it does not
give clear directions for just what I should decide, even though it obliges me to decide. That’s
what Derrida means by “the impossible decision.” I am obliged to decide, by an irresistible
call, something like Heidegger’s “call of conscience,” but I don’t have any rational grounds
for decision. Derrida calls this the “undecidable,” something very different from the
undecidable oscillation between two significations in the interpretation of a text. If you happen
to think what Derrida says is just irrational hooey, if you have never heard that demand,
obligation, or call, then your notion of ethical or political decision will be very different from
Derrida’s. Whether or not any literary texts say anything like what Derrida says would require
further careful investigation. 

Derrida is in this second aporia affirming that, for him, “justice” is another name for that
tout autre, the wholly other, that is a central motif of The Gift of Death, Psyché: Invention of
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the Other, and in many other places in Derrida’s later writings (Derrida 1995; Derrida 1997).
In Psyché: Invention of the Other, “invention” means more “find” than “make up” or “concoct.”
We make that finding in response to a call from the wholly other. Or, the structure of our relation
to justice is said to be like the structure of the gift as Derrida has analyzed it in The Gift of
Death. Language that echoes those works appears a little latter in the development of this second
aporia when Derrida says “the deconstruction of all presumption of a determinant certitude
of a present justice itself operates on the basis of an infinite ‘idea of justice,’ infinite because
it is irreducible, irreducible because owed to the other, owed to the other, before any contract,
because it has come, the other’s coming as the singularity that is always other (la venue de
l’autre comme singularité toujours autre)” (Derrida, 1992: 965; 966). 

In the further development of this idea of justice as something that comes as an
implacable demand from the “wholly other,” Derrida is led rapidly to the idea that justice is
mad, une folie, or that it makes those subject to it mad, insane. “This idea of justice”, says
Derrida, “seems to me to be irreducible in its circulation, in its demand of gift without exchange,
without circulation, without recognition or gratitude, without economic circularity, without
calculation and without rules, without reason and without rationality. And so we can recognize
in it, indeed accuse, identify a madness. And perhaps another sort of mystique. [This is a
reference to Montaigne’s phrase about ‘the mystical foundation of authority,’ cited as the
subtitle of Derrida’s essay.] And deconstruction is mad about this kind of justice. Mad about
this desire for justice” (Derrida, 1992: 965).

This notion of a justice that is wholly other explains why Derrida, a little earlier in this
section, develops the idea that the moment of decision is not present. You can follow what
leads up to it. You can know afterwards that the decision has been made and what the decision
was, but you can never know or be present at the moment of decision itself. “But in the moment
of suspense of the undecidable, it is not just either, for only a decision is just” (Derrida
1992:963). Just what this means and what the stakes of saying this are I shall explain in a
moment. Derrida continues with his hollowing out or making ghostly of the present moment
of decision: “And once the ordeal of the undecidable is past (if that is possible), the decision
has again followed a rule or given itself a rule, invented it or reinvented, reaffirmed it, is no
longer presently just, fully just. There is apparently no moment in which a decision can be
called presently and fully just: either it has not yet been made according to a rule, and nothing
allows us to call it just, or it has already followed a rule – whether received, confirmed,
conserved or reinvented – which in its turn is not absolutely guaranteed by anything; and,
moreover, if it were guaranteed, the decision would be reduced to calculation and we couldn’t
call it just” (Derrida 1992: 963). 

This is really weird, if you think of it. You can identify or experience the time right up to
the decision, and all the time after it has been made. The moment of decision itself, however,
vanishes from direct experience. It does not exist as a moment of which consciousness can
be conscious. It is, to quote Alice in Wonderland, “jam to°morrow and jam yesterday – but
never jam to°day” (Carroll 1971: 150). Derrida calls this “ordeal of the undecidable,” a
“ghostliness” that inhabits the act of decision before, during, and after. Because apparently
no moment exists in which a decision can be called presently and fully just, because the moment
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of decision is not experienced as a present moment in which I say, “I decide so and so,” “the
ordeal of the undecidable that I just said must be gone through by any decision worthy of the
name is never past or passed, it is not a surmounted or sublated (aufgehoben) moment in the
decision” (Derrida 1992: 965). The undecidable that presides over the non°phenomenal moment
of decision is a kind of ghost, neither present nor not present, neither embodied nor wholly
disembodied. It haunts and undermines the whole temporal process of decision. The result is
that one can never speak of a decision as an “event.” A decision never takes place or can never
certainly be said to have taken place: “The undecidable remains caught, lodged, at least as a
ghost – but an essential ghost – in every decision, in every event of decision. Its ghostliness
deconstructs from within any assurance of presence, any certitude or any supposed
criteriology that would assure us of the justice of a decision, in truth of the very event of a
decision. Who will ever be able to assure us that a decision as such has taken place?” (Derrida
1992: 965). 

It follows, from this impossibility to experience decision in the presence of the present,
that it is no longer possible to think of a decision as the act of an I, ego, or subjectivity. In a
passage added for the French book version of Force de loi, but not present in the first English
translation, Derrida asserts, with proper care, this shocking detachment of decision from the
deciding subject: “D’une certaine manière, on pourrait même dire, au risque de choquer, qu’un
sujet ne peut jamais rien décider: il est même ce à quoi une décision ne peut arriver autrement
que comme un accident périphérique qui n’affecte pas l’identité essentielle et la présence à
soi substantielle qui font d’un sujet un sujet – si le choix de ce mot n’est pas arbitraire, du moins,
et si on se fie à ce qui est en effet toujours requis, dans notre culture, d’un ‘sujet’.” [“In a certain
way, one could even say, at the risk of shocking, that a subject can never decide anything: a
subject is even that to which a decision cannot happen except as a peripheral accident which
does not affect the essential identity and the presence to itself which makes a subject a subject
– if the choice of this word is not arbitrary, at least, and if one has faith in what is in effect
always required, in our culture, of a subject” (my trans.).] (Derrida, 1994: 53°4). If decision
makes a cut, a division between before and after, it goes strikingly against received opinion
and common sense to say this is not because someone, being of sound mind and with authority
to do so, utters a performative statement that brings about the decision, but rather because the
decision happens to someone, from the outside, as the coming of the other.

*

Well, what about the testimony of literature to the way decision takes place? Is that
testimony more consonant with Kant, or with Heidegger, or with Derrida? I limit myself to
several examples from novels in English in which the moment of decision is represented. 

I have not found a single example that would be, strictly speaking, Kantian. The protagonists
of English and American novels are not shown asking themselves, in earnest self°reflection,
whether the maxim they are following could be made a universal law for all mankind. For
example, Fred Neville, destined to become the Earl of Scroope, is the protagonist of Anthony
Trollope’s short novel, An Eye for an Eye (Trollope 1967; originally published 1880). Fred
makes two incompatible promises, more or less intending to keep each of them in the moment
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that he makes them. He promises his uncle and his aunt, the present Earl of Scroope and his
wife, that he will “make no marriage that will be disgraceful to the position which [he is] called
upon to fill” (Trollope 1967: 33). He promises, fervently and repeatedly, the beautiful but
unsuitable Irish girl, Kate O’Hara, that he will marry her. She believes his promises, yields
herself to him, and becomes pregnant. He has made two entirely incompatible promises, neither
one the basis of careful self°reflection, nor made in full presence of himself to himself. He
cannot logically intend to keep them both, however “sincere” he is when he utters them. This
situation is shown to be an aporia with a vengeance. The impasse is resolved only when the
mother of the wronged Irish girl pushes him to his death over the Cliffs of Moher. She does
this when she realizes that Fred Neville, now Lord Scroope, has no intention of keeping his
promise to marry Kate O’Hara. 

The central event of Toni Morrison’s Beloved (first published in 1987 and set in the period
just before the American Civil War), is Sethe’s murder of her baby daughter and attempted
murder of her other three children so they will not be taken back to slavery from the free state
of Ohio to the slave state of Kentucky. Sethe’s representation of her decision to do this shows
it as spontaneous and unreflective. It is also presented as a unique decision. It is not based on
a universal maxim, not even on a newly promulgated one. Infanticide could hardly be made
a universal law for all mankind. As Morrison says of Sethe’s decision, “It was the right thing
to do, but she had no right to do it” (Morrison 1994: 272). Nor is Sethe’s murder of her daughter
presented as in any sense the product of reasoned self°reflection. “She just flew,” Sethe thinks
to herself when she is getting ready to try to explain her act to her new lover, Paul D. “Collected
every bit of life she had made, all the parts of her that were precious and fine and beautiful,
and carried, pushed, dragged them through the veil, out, away, over there where no one could
hurt them. Over there. Outside this place, where they would be safe” (Morrison 2004: 192).

In Henry James’s The Portrait of a Lady (first book version 1881), the heroine, Isabel
Archer, is accorded the right to say yes or no to proposals of marriage. She exercises that right,
repeatedly, by saying no over and over to Caspar Goodwood and to Lord Warburton, to the
amazement of her friends and relatives, particularly in the case of Lord Warburton, who would
be a splendid match. She refuses the villainous Gilbert Osmond once, too, and then, in an event
that occurs offstage, as it were, since it is not directly narrated, Isabel, failing to “read him
right” (James 1971:4:192), makes the disastrous mistake of accepting Osmond’s second
proposal. Having said no over and over to three different men, she finally says yes to the wrong
one of the three. She brings thereby eternal sorrow on herself, and, it should be said, on him
too. He has also misread her. In marrying her he has, as his sister, the Countess Gemini,
somewhat maliciously thinks, “found his match” (James 1971:4:226). What is most
interesting about these various examples of saying no and then one saying yes, from the
perspective of my topic of self°presence in the moment of decision, is that none of them is
directly narrated by way of that free indirect discourse James, like other English°language
novelists, employs as a central narrative convention. We see Isabel before she has decided,
and we see Isabel after she has decided, but the moment of decision does not seem to be open
to representation. Isabel’s decisions are so many blank places in the narration. 
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After Isabel has accepted Osmond, three different people who love her and have care over
her, Caspar Goodwood, her Aunt Touchett, and her cousin Ralph Touchett, ask her the same
question, in effect: “Why in the world have you said yes to this awful man?” In all three cases
she gives variations of the same answer. To Caspar: “Do you think I could explain if I would?”
(James 1971:4:51). To Mrs Touchett: “I don’t think it’s my duty to explain to you. Even if it
were I shouldn’t be able. So please don’t remonstrate; in talking about it you have me at a
disadvantage. I can’t talk about it” (James 1971:4:55). To Ralph Touchett: “I can’t explain
to you what I feel, what I believe, and I wouldn’t if I could” (James 1971:4:72). Far from being
present to herself in these crucial moments of decision, Isabel seems even unable to explain
them to herself, much less to others.

My final example is Anthony Trollope’s report, in Phineas Finn (first book version 1869),
of how Marie Goesler decided to refuse the Duke of Omnium’s offer of marriage. A woman’s
decision to accept or refuse an offer of marriage was perhaps the crucial form of decision, for
women at least, in Victorian middle and upper class society as represented by its novelists.
The reader looks in vain for a moment when Madame Goesler says, or could say, “I decide.”
What Trollope’s narrator describes is rather several days of agonized indecision marked by
a painful awareness that nothing on earth or beyond it can help her decide. This is then followed
by the report of a time when she has already decided and needs only to write her letter of refusal
to the Duke. The moment of decision is, curiously, almost a blank place in the narration. It
is another case of jam tomorrow and jam yesterday, but never jam today, never any
ascertainable present moment of decision. Here is Trollope’s narrator’s eloquent report of
Madame Goesler’s period of indecision about whether or not to say yes to the Duke’s offer
of a Duchess’s coronet:

I have said that she would sit there resolving, or trying to resolve. There is nothing
in the world so difficult as that task of making up one’s mind. Who is there that has
not longed that the power and privilege of selection among alternatives should be taken
away from him in some important crisis of his life, and that his conduct should be
arranged for him, either this way or that, by some divine power if it were possible, –by
some patriarchal power in the absence of divinity,–  or by chance even, if nothing better
than chance could be found to do it? But no one dares to cast the die, and to go honestly
by the hazard. There must be the actual necessity of obeying the die, before even the
die can be of any use. As it was, when Madame Goesler had sat there for an hour, till
her legs were tired beneath her, she had not resolved. It must be as her impulse should
direct her when the important moment came. There was not a soul on earth to whom
she could go for counsel, and when she asked herself for counsel, the counsel would
not come. (Trollope 1962:2:252°3)

This is followed four days later by a report of her decision. One moment she is still
undecided. The next moment she has already decided:
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But she had given herself to the next morning, and she would not make up her mind
that night. She would sleep once more with the coronet of a duchess within her reach.
She did do so; and woke in the morning with her mind absolutely in doubt. When she
walked down to breakfast, all doubt was at an end. The time had come when it was
necessary that she should resolve, and while her maid was brushing her hair for her she
did make her resolution. (Trollope 1962:2:268)

The narrator is careful to indicate that what Madame Goesler’s maid says, raising doubts
about her freedom as the Duchess of Omnium to do as she might please, has little, if anything,
to do with her decision. The decision just happens: “Then Madame Goesler had made up her
mind; but I do not know whether that doubt as to having her own way had much to do with
it. As the wife of an old man she would probably have had much of her own way. Immediately
after breakfast she wrote her answer to the Duke…“ (Trollope 1962:2:269). “Had made up
her mind”: decision, for Trollope, must always be spoken of in the past tense, as something
that has already happened by the time it becomes present to your mind. Trollope’s
dramatization of the moment of decision would seem to confirm that, for him, the decision
is taken inwardly and irrevocably, though in a place to which even the decider does not have
access. The decision is then afterwards recorded in speech or writing that outers it and makes
it felicitously effective as a performative.

I conclude that these novelists, at least, Trollope, Morrison, and James, are more
Derridean avant la lettre than Kantian or Heideggerian in their representations of how decision
actually takes place. For these novelists, decision does not seem to be accompanied by that
lucid presence of the self to itself, nor by that careful and rational weighing of alternatives,
that is the everyday, common°sense idea of how decision ought to happen and perhaps
sometimes does actually happen.
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